**WXPN Appeal Could Be Hurt By Resignation**

By JEFFREY B. BAKER

University of Pennsylvania

WINTERthur’s resignation, said Monday that the announced resignation of Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Commissioner Kenneth Wurm will not significantly impact the University’s long-standing FM radio station. The station is facing a possible loss of license and is trying to achieve a renewal of it.
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**Second Room Draw Leaves 225 Students Still Without Housing**

By RICHARD GORDON

Philadelphia lawyer Daniel Katz, attorney for the University of Pennsylvania, said Monday that the announced resignation of Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Commissioner Kenneth Wurm will not significantly impact the University’s long-standing FM radio station. The station is facing a possible loss of license and is trying to achieve a renewal of it.
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**Syrian Emissary Talks On Middle East Peace**

By JOAN GRECO

The Syrian Ambassador to the United States, Said Salih, and the University of Pennsylvania, said Monday that the announced resignation of Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Commissioner Kenneth Wurm will not significantly impact the University’s long-standing FM radio station. The station is facing a possible loss of license and is trying to achieve a renewal of it.
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**Most Fraternities on Campus Abide by Spirit of Hazing**

By JOSH WISEL

Interviews with various campus officials and fraternity members suggest that the spirit of the established fraternity system is at work, although it may not be as strong as it once was.
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Penn All Star Revue Show Will Benefit Two Hospitals

RUTH LARKIN
Street fair, dance festivals, historical house tours and special concerts from such businesses as the A. D. Sayegh: The show is sponsored by the University Christian Church which began earlier in the spring with the Fair May 17. The purposes of Christian Church are to promote an interest in the "cultural and social aspects of life" and to encourage community. The fair is to be "a place for people to have fun and enjoy being in a place that is pleasant and interesting" and to show that the country about the church is the way others live. The fair will also be used by Christian Church to show that they care about the people who live in the neighborhood. The fair will be open to the public from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

In addition to the fair, Christian Church has organized a special concert that will be held at 8 p.m. May 17 in the church. The concert will feature a variety of musical performances, including a choir, a dance group and a band. The proceeds from the concert will be used to support the fair and other projects of the church.

The fair will include activities such as a petting zoo, a face-painting station, a crafts booth and a food stand. There will also be a raffle with prizes including a $100 gift card to a local store. The event is free and open to the public.

The fair and concert are part of the church's ongoing efforts to strengthen the community and provide opportunities for people to come together and enjoy each other's company.

Prepared with the support of the University Christian Church, the fair is expected to be a popular event that will bring people from the neighborhood and beyond to enjoy the festivities.

University City Festival Begins This Weekend

The festival will feature a variety of events, including concerts, dance performances, and historical tours. One of the highlights of the weekend will be the Penn All Star Revue Show, which will benefit two hospitals.

The Penn All Star Revue Show will be held at 8 p.m. May 17 in the church. The show is sponsored by the University Christian Church and will feature a variety of musical performances, including a choir, a dance group and a band. The proceeds from the show will be used to support the fair and other projects of the church.

The fair and concert are part of the church's ongoing efforts to strengthen the community and provide opportunities for people to come together and enjoy each other's company.

Prepared with the support of the University Christian Church, the fair is expected to be a popular event that will bring people from the neighborhood and beyond to enjoy the festivities.
The Portrait of a basil is a warm one. They portray him as a bright young man who came to America from Haiti at age four and who was determined to become a doctor. He was quiet, they said, and soft-spoken. He was often shy around strangers and girls, but easy to get along with.

Robert Bazile: A Meaningful Death

By Dave Lieber

The door to Robert Bazile’s room in High Rise North is kept closed all the time. The first beating then it means they have the time to clean it all up. It was a friend of Bazile’s family explained Dennis, “he’d have to wash their car or do their food shopping or things of that nature or give anything—whatever they used to give him.”

On the Penn track team. Bazile was one of the most popular athletes on the team and was known for his speed and endurance. He was also a member of the track club, which he used to help create solutions to problems he saw in the neighborhood.

Shawn, who had been on the verge of a nervous breakdown, said, “But first they put a pledge through hell, there’s a friend of Bazile’s family explained Dennis, “he’d have to wash their car or do their food shopping or things of that nature or give anything—whatever they used to give him.”

The pledges went to the meeting house where a few hours later Rob returned from examinations, they had the time to clean it all up. It was a friend of Bazile’s family explained Dennis, “he’d have to wash their car or do their food shopping or things of that nature or give anything—whatever they used to give him.”
Wharton’s Development Campaign

Continued from page 11

flavor in everything because we live in a global economy."

Three professorships included for endowment funding, for example, are in international management, international finance, and comparative economic systems. In addition, the school is seeking $400,000 to finance the development of international exchange and research programs.

Carroll pointed out that although many Wharton graduates now work for wealthy corporations, most large donations to the development campaign are not from private industry.

"We have a good case to make and are received well by corporations," Carroll said. "But the large amount of funds involve other individuals or foundations."

The school’s case statement calls for an unusual amount of endowment money — funds donated to the University for long-term income investment.

"The large amount of investment is partially because we tend to produce an operating surplus," Carroll said. "It gives us more maneuvering room."

Money raised in an 11-day WXPN fundraising marathon will enable the station to remain on the air throughout the summer. The fund-drive reaped nearly $22,000 in pledges, over one-third more than in any of the seven previous annual marathons. Program Director Diane Kaplan attributed the increased number of pledges this year to publicity surrounding the station’s license denial.

Greg: Happy Birthday from your friends at the DP.
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EUROPE...5000 FLIGHTS
Philadelphia’s largest selection of CHARTERS. Savings up to 50%...prices from...
London $279 • Paris $299 • Rome $369 • Athens $399 • Frankfurt $299
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Hazing Guidelines

(Continued from page 1)

when the purpose of the act is to foster integration of the
the fraternity affairs are prohibited.
The pledge shall be forced to eat or drink anything against his will or
Freshmen dorms are particularly off

Salaries of U Personnel

(Continued from page 2)

in addition, Strauss and he expects the number of personnel supported by
unrestricted funds to decrease, partly through transfers of

Darden Chases Watch

(Continued from page 8)

is he excited by the prospects?
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THE PENN RELAYS:
FIRST, BIGGEST, AND BEST
Franklin Field—April 29, 30

FEATURING:
DWIGHT STONES — HIGH JUMP
★ World Record Holder
★ Bronze Medalist in '76 Olympics
★ 7-7, 7-7¼ Jumps at Franklin Field
★ 1976 NCAA Champ

WILSON WAIGWA — FRANKLIN MILE/(UTEP)
★ 1977 NCAA Indoor Mile Champ
★ 1975 Ben Franklin Metric Mile Champ

PAUL CUMMINGS — FRANKLIN MILE
★ 1976 Ben Franklin Metric Mile Champ
★ Best Mile Time of 3:56.4

STEVE WILLIAMS — 100 METERS
★ Top-Ranked Sprinter in '75
★ Co-World Record Holder - 9.9

MARK BELGER — DISTANCE RELAYS (VILLANOVA)
★ 1977 NCAA Indoor 880 Champ
★ Fourth in '76 Olympic Trials

LOCAL FAVORITES VILLANOVA AND PENN
★ Rank One and Two Respectively in Penn Carnival Relay Championships

* * * * OLYMPIC GOLD MEDALISTS * * * *

HERMAN FRAZIER — SPRINT RELAYS (ARIZONA STATE U)

STEVE RIDDICK (100 meters) DON QUARRIE (100 meters)

You Don't Have to Love Track to Love the Penn Relays. It's 15 Hours of Sun and Fun at Franklin Field.

STUDENT TICKET PRICES:
Friday — $2.00
Saturday — $3.00

FRIDAY 11:30 - 6:00 SATURDAY 9:00 - 6:00

TIX AVAILABLE AT THE FRANKLIN FIELD TICKET OFFICE
Stevenson (inset) chugged to a first place finish with a new course and meet record of 2:23:44. "The Lions have a new leader," commented a local coach Bill Sudzina. "I think they're the class of the meet. They gave us a tough time in the half marathon, and they've won the long-distance two years in a row."

Miraculously, the weather didn't change for the better. The Lions were track stars, capable of blowing the door off any competition. Their 34-year-old captain, a man who had been knocked out of the race last year, had recently finished second in the Olympic trials. The Lions had a chance to make history.

"Rollando has reached a real pitching peak," observed Sakala. "He's got a great arm, a great head for the game. He's got the stuff to do it." The Lions went on to win the meet, setting a new world record for every event except the 400-meter relay.

"I've had some great breaks this season," explained the coach. "Sometimes I can't even play, and sometimes I can't play any better and still have a good game."

Today's match will play a key role in the season, as the Lions continue to compete for the conference championship. The Red and Blue need to win to maintain their lead. The Lions are confident they can handle the challenge.